The neutrino self-energy is calculated in a weakly magnetized plasma consists of electrons, protons, neutrons and their anti-particles and using this we have calculated the neutrino effective potential up to order M −4 W . In the absence of magnetic field it reduces to the known result. We have also calculated explicitly the effective potentials for different backgrounds which may be helpful in different environments. By considering the mixing of three active neutrinos in the medium with the magnetic field we have derived the survival and conversion probabilities of neutrinos from one flavor to another and also the resonance condition is derived. As an application of the above, we considered the dense and relativistic plasma of the Gamma-Ray Bursts fireball through which neutrinos of 5-30 MeV can propagate and depending on the fireball parameters they may oscillate resonantly or nonresonantly from one flavor to another. These MeV neutrinos are produced due to stellar collapse or merger events which trigger the Gamma-Ray Burst. The fireball itself also produces MeV neutrinos due to electron positron annihilation, inverse beta decay and nucleonic bremsstrahlung. Using the three neutrino mixing and considering the best fit values of the neutrino parameters, we found that electron neutrinos are hard to oscillate to another flavors. On the other hand, the muon neutrinos and the tau neutrinos oscillate with equal probability to one another, which depends on the neutrino energy, temperature and size of the fireball. Comparison of oscillation probabilities with and without magnetic field shows that, they depend on the neutrino energy and also on the size of the fireball. By using the resonance condition, we have also estimated the resonance length of the propagating neutrinos as well as the baryon content of the fireball.
I. INTRODUCTION
The particle propagation in a heat bath with or without magnetic field has attracted much attention due to its potential importance in plasma physics, astrophysics and cosmology. The processes which are forbidden in vacuum can take place in the medium and even massless particles acquire mass when they propagate through the medium. Studying the behavior of particles in such environments requires the technique of thermal field theory. Therefore, in connection with these astrophysical and cosmological scenarios it has become increasingly important to understand the quantum field theory of elementary processes in the presence of a thermal heat bath. The neutrino self-energy is studied in the magnetized medium by many authors, where the effective potential of neutrino is calculated and applied in the physics of supernovae, early Universe and physics of Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] .
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most luminous objects after the Big Bang in the universe [7] and believed to emit about 10 51 − 10 55 erg in few seconds. During this few seconds non-thermal flashes of about 100 keV to 1-5 MeV photons are emitted. The isotropic distribution of GRBs [8] in the sky implies that they are of cosmological origin [7, 9, 10] . The GRBs are classified into two categories: short-hard bursts (≤ 2 s) and long-soft bursts. It is generally accepted that long gamma-ray bursts are associated with star forming regions, more specifically related to supernovae of type Ib and Ic. The observed correlations of the following GRBs with supernovae GRB 980425/SN 1998bw, GRB 021211/SN 2002lt, GRB 030329/SN 2003dh and GRB 0131203/SN 2003lw show that long duration GRBs are related to the core collapse of massive stars [11] . The origin of short-duration bursts are still a mystery, but recently there has been tremendous progress due to accurate localization of many short bursts by the Swift [12, 13] and HETE-2 [14] satellites. The afterglow observation of GRB 050709 at z=0.1606 [15] by HETE-2 and the Swift observation of afterglow from GRB050709b at z=0.225 [12] and GRB 050724 at z=0.258 [16] seems to support the coalescing of compact binaries as the progenitor for the short-hard bursts although definite conclusions can not be drawn at this stage. Very recently millisecond magnetars have been considered as possible candidates as the progenitor for the short-hard bursts [17, 18] . For a future study of short-hard GRBs, the ultra-fast flash observatory (UFFO) project is proposed [19] .
Irrespective of the nature of the progenitor or the emission mechanism of the gamma-rays, these huge energies within a very small volume imply the formation of e ± and γ fireball which would expand relativistically. In the standard fireball scenario; at the first, a radiation dominated plasma is formed in a compact region with a size cδt ∼ 100-1000 km [7, 20] . This creates an opaque γ − e ± fireball due to the process γ + γ → e + + e − . However, in addition to γ, e ± pairs, fireball also contain a small amount of baryons, both from the progenitor and the surrounding medium and the electrons associated with the matter (baryons), that increase the opacity and delay the process of emission of radiation. The average optical depth of this process is very high. Because of this huge optical depth [21] , photons can not escape freely and even if there are no pairs to begin with, they will form very rapidly and will Compton scatter lower energy photons. In the fireball the γ and e ± pairs will thermalize with a temperature of about 3-10 MeV. In this stage, a phase of acceleration begins and the fireball expands relativistically with a large Lorentz factor, converting internal energy into bulk kinetic energy. As the fireball shell expands, the baryons will be accelerated by radiation pressure. The fireball bulk Lorentz factor increases linearly with radius, until reaching the maximum Lorentz factor, so the photon number density and typical energy drop. At certain radius, the photons become optically thin (the optical depth is τ γγ ≃ 1) to both pair production and to Compton scattering off the free electrons associated with baryons. At this radius, although much of the initial energy is converted to the kinetic energy of the shell, some energy will be radiate away with an approximately black body spectrum. This is the first electromagnetic signal detectable from the fireball. For an intermittent central engine with typical variability timescale of δt, appears adjacent mini-shells with different Lorentz factor, which will collide with each other and will form strong "internal" shocks. Later, the fireball shell is eventually decelerated by successive strong external shocks with the ambient medium (ISM), propagates into the medium [9] . As in each shell exists a non thermal population of baryons and electrons through Fermi acceleration and during each shock the system behaves like an inelastic collision between two or more shells converting kinetic energy into internal energy, which is given to the non thermal population of baryons and electrons cool via synchrotron emission and/or inverse Compton scattering to produce the observed prompt emission. [7] . The synchrotron spectrum can be calculate if we know the detailed physical conditions of the radiating region. For internal shocks, the so-called 'equipartition' hypothesis is often used, which assumes that the energy is equally distributed between protons, electrons and the magnetic field [22] .
As is well known, during the final stage of the death of a massive star and/or merger of binary stars copious amount of neutrinos in the energy range of 5-30 MeV are produced. Some of these objects are possible progenitors of GRBs [23] . Apart from the beta decay process there many other processes which are responsible for the production of MeV neutrinos in the above scenarios: for example, electron-positron annihilation, nucleonic bremsstrahlung etc, where neutrinos of all flavor can be produced [24] . Within the fireball, inverse beta decay as well as electron-positron annihilation will also produce MeV neutrinos. Many of these neutrinos has been intensively studied in the literature [25, 26] and may propagate through the fireball. However, the high-energy neutrinos created by photo-meson production of pions in interactions between the fireball gamma-rays and accelerated protons have been studied too [27] . The accretion disc formed during the collapse or merger is also a potentially important place to produce neutrinos of similar energy. Fractions of these neutrinos will propagate through the fireball and they will oscillate [28, 29] if the accreting materials survive for a longer period. Although neutrinos conversions in a polarized medium have been studied [30] , resent we have studied the neutrino propagation within the fireball environment with and without magnetic field where resonant neutrino oscillate from one flavor to another are studied by considering the mixing of two flavors only. In this paper we have calculated the neutrino effective potential in the weak field and done a complete analysis of the three neutrino mixing within the magnetized fireball and studied the resonant oscillation of it. By considering the best fit neutrino parameters from different experiments, we found that electron neutrino can hardly oscillate to other flavor, whereas muon and tau neutrinos can oscillate among themselves with almost equal probability and their oscillation probabilities depends on neutrino parameters as well as the fireball parameters.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In sec. 2, we have derived the neutrino self-energy by using the real time formalism of finite temperature field theory [31, 32, 33, 34 ] and Schwinger's proper-time method [35] . By considering the weak-field approximation we have derived the neutrino effective potential and compare it with the effective potential for B = 0 case. We also calculate the effective potential for matter background as well as for neutrino background. A brief description about the Gamma-Ray Burst and the fireball model is discussed in sec. 3. The case of three-neutrino mixing is considered in sec. 4, where we have calculated the survival and conversion probabilities of neutrinos and also the resonance condition. In sec. 5, we discuss our results for GRB fireball and a brief conclusions is drawn in sec. 6.
II. NEUTRINO EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL
As is well known, the particle properties get modified when it is immersed in a heat bath. A massless neutrino acquires an effective mass and an effective potential in the medium. The resonant conversion of neutrino from one flavor to another due to the medium effect is important for solar neutrinos which is well known as the MSW effect. Similarly the propagation of neutrino in the early universe hot plasma [36] , supernova medium [37] and in the GRB fireball [38] can have also many important implications in their respective physics. In all the astrophysical and cosmological environment, magnetic field is entangled intrinsically with the matter and it also affect the particle properties. Although neutrino can not couple directly to the magnetic field, its effect can be felt through coupling to charge particles in the background [39] . Neutrino propagation in a neutron star in the presence of a magnetic field and also in the magnetized plasma of the early universe has been studied extensively.
We use the field theory formalism to study the effect of heat bath and magnetic field on the propagation of elementary particles. The effect of magnetic field is taken into account through Schwinger's propertime method [35] . The effective potential of a particle is calculated from the real part of its self energy diagram.
The most general decomposition of the neutrino-self energy in presence of a magnetized medium can be written as:
where 
and the self-energy can be expressed in terms of three independent four-vectors k µ ⊥ , u µ and b µ . So we can write
3)
gives the dispersion relation up to leading order in a, b and c as:
for a particle, where φ is the angle between the neutrino momentum and the magnetic field vector. One has to remember that the scalars b and c in this case are not the same if one expresses the self-energy in the form given in Eq. (2.1), but the V ef f,B is independent of how we expressΣ. Now the Lorentz scalars a, b and c which are functions of neutrino energy, momentum and magnetic field can be calculated from the neutrino self-energy due to charge current and neutral current interaction of neutrino with the background particles.
A. Neutrino self-energy
The one-loop neutrino self-energy in a magnetized medium is comprised of three pieces [6] , one coming from the W -exchange diagram which we will call Σ W (k), one from the tadpole diagram which we will designate by Σ t (k) and one from the Z-exchange diagram which will be denoted by Σ Z (k). The total self-energy of the neutrino in a magnetized medium then becomes:
Each of the individual terms appearing in the right-hand side of the above equation can be expressed as in Eq. (2.1) and the Lorentz scalars a, b and c have contributions from all the three pieces as described above.The individual terms on the right hand side of Eq. (2.6) can be explicitly written as:
and
The subscripts in Σ correspond to W-exchange, Z-exchange and Tadpole diagrams. In the above expressions g is the weak coupling constant and θ W is the Weinberg angle and g can be expressed in terms of the Fermi coupling constant as
2 W . The quantities C V and C A are the vector and axial-vector coupling constants which come in the neutral-current interaction of electrons, protons (p), neutrons (n) and neutrinos with the Z boson. Their forms are as follows,
Here W µν (q) and S ℓ (p) stand for the W -boson propagator and charged lepton propagator respectively in presence of a magnetized plasma. The Z µν (q) is the Z-boson propagator in vacuum and S ν ℓ (p) is the neutrino propagator in a thermal bath of neutrinos. The form of the charged lepton propagator in a magnetized medium is given by,
where S 0 ℓ (p) and S β ℓ (p) are the charged lepton propagators in presence of an uniform background magnetic field and in a magnetized medium respectively. In this article we will always assume that the magnetic field is directed towards the z-axis of the coordinate system. With this choice we have,
where,
In the above expression 16) and z = eBs where e is the magnitude of the electron charge, B is the magnitude of the magnetic field and m ℓ is the mass of the charged lepton. In the above equation we have not written another contribution to the phase which is ǫ|s| where ǫ is an infinitesimal quantity. This term renders the s integration convergent. We do not explicitly write this term but implicitly we assume the existence of it and it will be written if required. The above equation can also be written as:
The other term in Eq. (2.13) is given as:
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.12) denotes the medium contribution to the charged lepton propagator and its form is given by:
where η F (p · u) contains the distribution functions of the particles in the medium and its form is:
where β and µ ℓ are the inverse of the medium temperature and the chemical potential of the charged lepton.
The form of the W -propagator in presence of a uniform magnetic field along the z-direction is presented in [39] and in this article we only use the linearized (in the magnetic field) form of it. The reason we assume a linearized form of the W -propagator is because the magnitude of the magnetic field we consider is such that eB ≪ M 2 W . In this limit and in unitary gauge the propagator is given by
where M W is the W -boson mass. Here we assume that q 2 ≪ M 2 W and keep terms up to 1/M 4 W in the W propagator. Let us assume that an electron neutrino ν e is propagating in the medium (generalization to other neutrinos is straight forward) which contain electrons and positrons, protons, neutrons and all types of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos.
By evaluating the Eq. (2.7) explicitly we obtain
where the Lorentz scalars are given by
2E n (f e,n +f e,n ) (2.28) and
The electron energy in the magnetic field is given by, 
2E n (f e,n +f e,n ) , (2.31) and
In the above equations, the number density of electrons is defined as
and the number density of electrons for the Lowest Landau (LL) state which corresponds to n = 0 is
We can express the Eq. (2.8) for Z-exchange as 35) and explicit evaluation gives,
In Eq. (2.35) we have a term proportional to / k, because there is no magnetic field. But using the four vectors / u and / b the parallel component of the four vector / k can be decomposed as in Eq. (2.2). In the calculation of the potential the contribution from these terms will cancel each other and only one which will remain is b Z .
From the tadpole diagram Eq. (2.9) we get,
So the different contributions to the neutrino self-energy up to order 1/M In the above subsection, the result obtained is weak compared to the W-boson mass i.e. eB ≪ M 2 W . But here we would like to use another limit eB ≪ m 2 e that is magnetic field much weaker compared to the one done in the above subsection. We also assume that the chemical potential of the background electron gas is much small than the electron energy (µ ≪ E e ). The µ = 0 implies CP symmetric medium where number of electrons equals number of positrons. So by taking µ ≪ E e we assume that N e >N e . In a fireball medium this condition can be satisfied because the excess of electrons will come from the electrons associated with the baryons which will come from the central engine.
In the weak field limit (eB ≪ m 2 e /e = B c ) and µ ≪ E e , the electron distribution function can be written as
Also we shall define Using the above distribution function, the electron number density and other quantities of interest are given below:
All the above quantities are necessary to evaluate the effective potential.
C. Neutrino Potential without Magnetic field
In the absence of magnetic field the neutrino self-energy and the neutrino effective potential is calculated earlier [40] . In this case the neutrino self-energy is decomposed as
and the neutrino effective potential for a massless neutrino is given by
By evaluating the right hand side (RHS) up to order 1/M 4 W gives,
Also we have
This is the result obtained in ref. [40] up to order 1/M 4 W for neutrino propagating in a medium with only electrons and positrons in it.
D. Comparison of V ef f with and without magnetic field
The neutrino effective potential in a magnetic field is given in Eq. (2.5). To simplify our calculation we assume that, the magnetic field is along the direction of the neutrino propagation so that φ = 0 and the a ⊥ term does not contribute. Also one has to remember that by taking B = 0, we should get back the result obtained in Eq. (2.51) and this is only possible when we take k 3 = −E ν in our calculation. Then the effective potential should be defined as (independent of the angle φ is zero or not),
(2.53)
Hence forth we shall replace k 3 by −E ν in our calculation. This gives
With simplifications this gives,
We can write this in a simpler form as
where the functions Φ A and Φ B are defined as, and
By taking B = 0 in Eq. (2.55) it reduces to Eq. (2.51). So in the weak field limit we get back the potential for B = 0 in the medium. Here we have shown only for the W-boson contribution. In Z-exchange diagram we do not have magnetic field contribution. In the tadpole diagram only electron loop will be affected by the magnetic field. But as the momentum transfer is zero, there will not be any higher order contribution. As the magnetic field is weak, the protons and neutrons will not be affected by the magnetic field.
In Fig. 1 we have plotted the potential Eq. (2.55) as a function of temperature in the range 0 to 10 MeV for a fixed value of the magnetic field B = 0.1B c . This shows that the potential is an increasing function of temperature. We have also shown in Fig. 2 , only the magnetic field contribution, i.e. by subtracting the B = 0 part from Eq. (2.55), which shows that, the magnetic field contribution is opposite compared to the medium contribution and also order of magnitude smaller.
E. Matter Background
Let us consider the background with electrons, positrons, protons, neutrons, neutrinos and anti-neutrinos in the background. As we are considering the magnetic field to be weak, the magnetic field will have no effect on protons and neutrons. For an electron neutrino ν e propagating in this background, we have
59)
and the coefficient of / b is,
whereb W andc W are given in Eqs. (2.31) and (2.32). In the weak field limit these two functions are given as
Similarly for muon and tau neutrinos,
and For muon and tau neutrinos propagating in the mediumc µ =c τ = 0. The matter potentials experience by different neutrinos for φ = 0 are given as
(2.67)
Putting the values of b l and c l (for l = e, µ, τ ) one can calculate the neutrino potential in the background. For charge neutral matter we should impose
and this gives
in Eqs. (2.60), (2.64) and (2.65). The particle asymmetry is related to the lepton or baryon asymmetry through the relation
where the number density of photon is
F. Only Neutrino Background
In a newly born neutron star, the neutrinos are trapped because the mean free path of these neutrinos are very short compared to the depth of the surrounding medium. So slowly these neutrinos will diffuse out of the region where they are trapped called the neutrino sphere. In the neutrino sphere, the different neutrinos have different average energy, which are given as [41] :
for x = µ, τ . If the medium contains only the neutrinos and anti-neutrinos of all flavors, then for propagating ν e and ν µ we have
respectively and by interchanging µ ↔ τ in Eq. (2.73) we obtain b τ for tau neutrino. For only neutrino background we have c = 0. As Ē νx = E νx in the neutrino sphere and the propagating neutrinos are also in the background, in Eq. (2.73) we take E νx = Ē νx = E νx . Now the potential difference between ν e and ν µ will be
Let us assume that the number density of neutrino and anti-neutrino of all flavors are the same inside the neutrino sphere, i.e.
The potential difference between ν µ and ν τ vanishes (V µτ = 0) and the potential difference between ν e and the sterile neutrino ν s is given by
But if we do not take into account the restriction given in Eq. (2.75) then potential for ν e , ν µ and ν τ will different from each other.
III. GRB PHYSICS AND FIREBALL MODEL
We have already given a short introduction to GRB and fireball model in sec. 1. As we are interested in the propagation of neutrinos in the fireball medium, let us discuss a bit more about it. The fireball is formed due to the sudden release of huge amount of energy in the form of gamma-rays into a compact region of size cδt and it will thermalize with a temperature around 3-10 MeV by producing electron, positron pairs [45] . It will also contaminated by baryons both from the progenitor and the surrounding medium which is believed to be in the range 10
Among the GRB community, it is strongly believed that the prompt γ which we see in the rage of few 100 keVs to few MeVs for few seconds is due to the synchrotron radiation of charged particles in a magnetic field. But comparatively strong magnetic field is needed to fit the observed data. But it is difficult to estimate the strength of the magnetic field from the first principle. One would expect large magnetic field if the progenitors are highly magnetized, for example, magnetars with B ∼ 10 16 G. A relatively small pre-existing magnetic field can be amplified due to turbulent dynamo mechanism, compression or shearing. Also under suitable condition the neutrino-electron interaction in the fireball plasma will be able to amplify pre-existing small scale magnetic field. Despite all these, there is no satisfactory explanation for the existence of strong magnetic field in the fireball. Also even if some magnetic flux is carried by the outflow, it will decrease due to the expansion of the fireball at a larger radius. But the strength of the magnetic field will be much smaller than the critical field B C . So the derivation of the effective potential for weak field limit is justified here. However, if we can measure the polarization of the GRBs, it will be helpful to estimate the magnetic field in the fireball as well as give information about the nature of the central engine.
Here we consider a CP-asymmetric γ and e − e + fireball, where the excess of electrons come from the electrons associated with the baryons within the fireball. Here for simplicity we assume that the fireball is charge neutral L e = L p and spherical with an initial radius R ≃ (100 − 1000) km and it has equal number of protons and neutrons. Then the baryon load in the fireball can be given by
where T MeV is the fireball temperature expressed in MeV and lies in the range 3-10. The quantity R 7 is in units of 10 7 cm and m p is the proton mass. For ultra relativistic expansion of the fireball, we assume the baryon load in it to be in the range 10 −8 M ⊙ − 10 −5 M ⊙ which corresponds to lepton asymmetry in the range 8.1 × 10
7 . We have already discussed about the different origins of 5-30 MeV neutrinos. Once these neutrinos are produced, fractions of these neutrinos may propagate through the fireball which is in an extreme condition and may affect the propagation of these neutrinos through it.
IV. THREE-NEUTRINO MIXING
To find the neutrino oscillation probabilities, we have to solve the Schroedinger's equation, given by 1) and the state vector in the flavor basis is defined as
The effective Hamiltonian is
with
Here V e is the charge current (CC) matter potential and U is the three neutrino mixing matrix given by [43, 44] U =
where s ij = sin θ ij and c ij = cos θ ij . For anti-neutrinos one has to replace (N a −N a ) by −(N a −N a ) and U by U * . The higher order contribution to potential does not change the sign. Here we have to emphasize that the neutral current (NC) contribution is not taken into account. This is because in the matter background the NC contribution to all the neutrinos is the same and when we take the difference of potential, this contribution will be cancelled out and does not affect the neutrino oscillation. But it has to be remembered that, in the neutrino background where N ν −N ν = 0, the potential for different neutrinos are different which described in Sec.II F and in this case we can not neglect the NC contribution. The different neutrino probabilities are given as 
and 2 and B = 0.1Bc. The oscillation length for the neutrino is given by
where So far we have assumed that the neutrino potential does not vary with distance. However V ef f,B will vary with distance. So we have to consider the adiabatic condition at the resonance, which can be given by where
In the above equations we have expressed l cm in centimeter and x is a dimensionless variable. , for the fireball radius L = 100 km (a) and L = 1000 km (b) .
The neutrino energy and magnetic field are shown in it.
L= 100 Km We have done a complete analysis for three neutrino mixing with and without magnetic field. For our analysis we have used the result given in ref. [43] ,
The above result is obtained by performing a global analysis and taking full set of data from solar, atmospheric and reactor experiments. In the above we consider θ 23 = 45
• . Different values of µ and T are shown in Fig. 3 for which the resonance condition in Eq. (4.13) is satisfied. We have used two extreme values of ∆m 2 32 i.e. 10 −2.9 eV 2 in Fig. 3a and 10 −2.21 eV 2 in Fig. 3b for B = 0.1B c , θ 13 = 6 Table I and II. In Table I we have shown the different fireball observables for ∆m 2 32 = 10 −2.9 eV 2 . It shows that going from neutrino energy 5 MeV to 30 MeV, the resonance length changes between 47 km to 284 km and lepton asymmetry ∼ 10 −7 to 10 −6 . For a charge neutral plasma L e = L p this translates to a baryon load in the fireball in the range 2.3 × 10 Table II we have done the same analysis but for ∆m 2 32 = 10 −2.2 eV 2 . Here the chemical potential is higher compared to the one in Table I . This shows that shift in ∆m 2 32 towards higher value also shift the µ in the same direction. In this case there is not much change in L e and M b and the resonance length lies in the range 9.4 km < L res < 57 km.
The above analysis of the resonance condition shows that, in the temperature range of 3 to 10 MeV, the resonance condition is satisfied for electron chemical potential (µ) between 1 to 12 eV. Also for neutrino energy in the range 5 to 30 MeV, the resonance length lies below 284 km, which shows that neutrinos can resonantly oscillate within the fireball of radius 100 to 1000 km. The baryon load of the fireball also lies in the range 10
If the potential has a profile that means, the functions Φ A and Φ B depend on the length scale then we found that for 10 −2.9 eV 2 ≤ ∆m Fig. 7 . We have also considered two different length scales for the fireball i.e. 100 km and 1000 km to see how the probabilities changes when the length scale of the fireball changes. As we are taking θ 23 = 45
• , the probabilities P eµ = P eτ and also P µµ = P τ τ .
We have plotted the survival probability of muon neutrino for L = 100 km in Fig. 4a and for L = 1000 km in Fig.  4b . The survival probability of muon P µµ neutrino in Fig. 3a , for neutrino energy 5 MeV and magnetic field B = 0 is 180
• out of phase compared to the same neutrino energy but for B = 0.1B c . For B = 0 case the probability varies between 0.6 and unity and for B = 0.1B c it is between 0 and 0.4. Going from 5 MeV to 30 MeV we saw that, for B = 0,the P µµ decreases and lies between 0.3 and 0.5 and for B = 0.1B c lies between 0.42 and 0.68. Going from L = 100 km to L = 1000 km (Fig. 4b) , we see that both B = 0 and B = 0.1B c have a small phase difference and the P µµ varies between 0 and 1. But P µµ for B = 0.1B c lags behind the one for B = 0 for both neutrino energies 5 MeV and 30 MeV. The probability for low energy (5 MeV curve) neutrino oscillates faster than the one for 30 MeV.
In Fig. 5 , we have plotted the conversion probability P eµ for E ν = 5 M eV , L = 100 km (5a) and E ν = 5 M eV , L = 1000 km (5b) respectively for both B = 0 and B = 0.1B c . It shows that in Fig. 5a , the P eµ for B = 0 and B = 0.1B c are having the same phase difference of 180
• as in Fig. 4a . But the probability is very small ∼ 10 −9 . Going from Fig. 5a to 5b (L = 1000 km) , we saw that the phase difference is almost gone away and P eµ oscillates much faster compared to the one in Fig 5a. In Figs. 6a and 6b , we have the same probability P eµ as in Fig. 5 , but here the neutrino energy E ν = 30 M eV . It is clearly seen in Fig. 6a that both the probabilities are out of phase and are very small ∼ 10 −10 . On the other hand for L = 1000 km (Fig. 6b) the phase difference is gone and the P eµ oscillates much faster than the one in Fig. 6a . We have the P eµ = P eτ ≃ 10 −10 which gives P ee ≃ 1. This shows that the electron neutrinos propagating within the fireball can not oscillate to other neutrinos.
In Fig. 7a and 7b we have plotted the P µτ for L = 100 km and L = 1000 km respectively. For L = 100 km the probability for B = 0 and B = 0.1B c are out of phase for both E ν = 5 and 30M eV in Fig 7a. In Fig. 7b for L = 1000 km there is a small phase difference between the B = 0 and B = 0.1B c probabilities. Comparison of Fig.  4a with Fig. 7a and Fig. 4b with Fig. 7b show that the B = 0 probability (in Fig. 4a and Fig. 7a) and B = 0.1B c probability (in Fig. 4b and Fig. 7b ) are 180
• out of phase. We obtain this because the probability satisfies the condition P µµ + P eµ + P µτ = 1.
(5.2)
We have shown in Figs. 5 and 6 that P eµ = P eτ and they are very small which gives P µτ ≃ 1 − P µµ . The P τ τ is same as P µµ . From our analysis we see that P ee ≃ 1 and is almost independent of the energy of the neutrinos and the size of the fireball, which shows that for small mixing corresponding to θ 13 = 6
• and for θ 23 = 45
• , the electron neutrino almost does not oscillate to any other flavor which is obvious from the Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . On the other hand, the muon and tau neutrinos oscillate among themselves with equal probability and the oscillation depends on the neutrino energy, magnetic field and size of the fireball. Comparison of B = 0 and B = 0 results show that the magnetic field contribution is order of magnitude smaller than the medium case. But depending on the size of the fireball, the probability for B = 0 and B = 0 are either in phase or out of phase.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that neutrino self-energy in the presence of a magnetic field can also be expressed as
by absorbing the / k component with the two four vectors / u and / b. The above decomposition is only valid when the magnetic field is along the z-axis. In addition to this we have also shown that the neutrino effective potential V ef f,B is independent of how we decompose the the self-energy in terms of Lorentz scalars as shown in Eqs. (2.1) and (6.1). We have explicitly calculated the V ef f,B up to order M −4 W in the weak field limit eB ≪ m 2 e in terms of Bessel Functions and recover the result for B = 0 limit which can only be obtained when k 3 the third component of the neutrino momentum is replaced by −E ν . We have also calculated the neutrino effective potential when the background contains (i) e − , e + , protons, neutrons and neutrinos and (ii) only neutrinos in the background. By considering the three-neutrino mixing we have studied the active-active neutrino oscillation process ν a ↔ ν b (a and b are active) in the weakly magnetized e − e + , p and n plasma of the GRB fireball assuming it to be spherical with a radius of 100 to 1000 km and temperature in the range 3-10 MeV. We further assume that the fireball is charge neutral due to the presence of protons and their accompanying electrons. The baryon load of the fireball is solely due to the presence of almost equal number of protons and neutrons in it.
Our analysis shows that the ν e almost does not oscillate to any other flavors and P ee ≃ 1 is independent of the ν e energy as well as the background magnetic field. The non oscillation of ν e to other flavors gives P eµ and P eτ very small of the order of 10 −10 . But the ν µ and ν τ oscillate among themselves, which depends on the energy of the neutrino, magnetic field and also on the size of the fireball. We analyzed our result by taking two different radius of the fireball i.e. 100 km and 1000 km, neutrino energy in the range 5 to 30 MeV and magnetic field B = 0 and B = 0.1B c with B c = 4.14 × 10 13 Gauss. We found that the probability for B = 0 and B = 0.1B c are out of phase by 180
• for L = 100 km and almost in phase for L = 1000 km. For L = 100 km, the P µµ and P µτ do vary between 0-0.5 or 0.5-1. On the other hand for L = 1000 km, it varies between 0 and 1. Also in this case low energy neutrinos oscillate faster than the high energy one.
We have also analyzed the resonance condition and found that, to satisfy the resonance condition, the electron chemical potential in the fireball lies in the range 1-12 eV. For neutrino energy in the range 5 to 30 MeV the resonance length lies in the range 9.4 km to 284 km. So if we consider a fireball of 100 km to 1000 km radius this shows that the resonant oscillation of ν µ and ν τ neutrinos can take place but not the ν e . The baryon load calculated by using the resonance condition lies in the range 10 −9 M ⊙ < M b < 10 −7 M ⊙ . Depending on the size of the fireball the probability for B = 0 and B = 0 are either in phase or out of phase.
